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The development of the Caribbean during and after colonial times has led to a cultural fragmentation of and global involvements in the region. Over the course of centuries, colonial conquest, independence wars, imperial interventions, military dictatorships and revolutions have transformed the Caribbean into an extremely complex cultural area. This space also symbolically represents the constructive forces of creolisation processes that offer important impulses for understanding global cultural interdependencies.1 As an epistemic space that produces cultural theory in a highly condensed form, Caribbean thinking offers decolonial approaches that have contributed to academic circulations of knowledge on a global scale.2

More specifically, the Caribbean cultural space offers enlightening stimuli for a decolonial approach to gender in general and to female subalternity in particular. Colonial history in the Caribbean constitutes a meaningful point of departure for understanding intersectional entanglements of gender and race in the context of oppressive mechanisms of coloniality. Black and coloured women were subjected to multiple ‘Otherings’ because of their race and their ethnic backgrounds within the colonial plantation economy. Even though they were doubly victimised in the colonial Caribbean, they were not invisible in the fight for abolition and emancipation. Not only did they resist in everyday life, for instance by sabotaging the logic of reproduction and carrying out abortions,3 but in Saint Domingue and Guadeloupe, women – albeit to a lesser degree than men – actively participated in armed slave uprisings.4 Caribbean women furthermore contributed an important share of anti-slavery literature. One of the first testimonial narratives was written by Mary Prince, who told the editor of the Anti Slavery Reporter about her life as a slave in the West Indies in 1831.5 In her foundational novel Sab (1841), the Cuban writer Gertrudis Gómez de
Avellaneda broached the issue of slavery from a decidedly female perspective. In 1857, the Jamaican Mary Seacole, a “free woman of colour,” published her impressions of a plantation society that was mainly dominated by white men under the title *Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands.* Despite the existence of a distinct tradition of female counter-narratives as a critique of modernity in the Caribbean, this literature has received fairly little attention in academic circles to date. Jean Rhys’s novel *Wide Sargasso Sea* (1966) is emblematic of a 20th century prose work in this tradition. In the Francophone Caribbean, writers such as Maryse Condé, Marie Chauvet and Kettly Mars have likewise negotiated the fractured and fragmented Caribbean history from a decidedly female perspective. Female authors in the Caribbean’s other language areas have also developed narrative concepts to generate a gender-specific access to memory in order to envision the violent genesis of Caribbean societies. One example is the novel *Fé en disfraz* (2009) by the Puerto Rican Mayra Santos-Febres, which represents memory traces of female slavery experiences via a physical space-time continuum the effects of which have persisted up until the present.

Although Caribbean arts and theory have negotiated the intersectional tensions of gender issues since slavery, academia has devoted insufficient attention to these interplays. Since the Caribbean is particularly relevant and suggestive for academic reflections on decolonial forms of thought and expression, this special issue links a decolonial theoretical perspective with a special focus on gender. The following articles are based on papers given at the International Junior Researcher Workshop “Crossing Thresholds: Gender and Decoloniality in Caribbean Knowledge,” hosted by the Society for Caribbean Research (SOCARE) at Leibniz University Hannover, Germany, 23-25 January 2013. The workshop aimed at rendering these neglected interfaces more visible in a trans-linguistic Caribbean context as well as finding new means of systematic analysis.

The concept of decoloniality or the “decolonial turn” has become increasingly popular in recent years. It is based on a critique of Western modernity’s claim to universality and implies that, even after the political independence of most former colonies, the monopoly of earlier Western colonial powers has remained influential in different manifestations and persists in the form of epistemological dominance. The

concept of ‘coloniality’ describes this phenomenon of asymmetrical power relations and epistemic and cultural imperialism as Western modernity’s darker side. By “mov[ing] away and beyond the post-colonial,” decolonial approaches build upon postcolonial thinkers but also extend their insights by embracing ‘subaltern’ knowledge systems and thereby rejecting the West’s epistemic dominance and uniqueness. The process of decolonising knowing and thinking challenges established (Eurocentric) thinking patterns (“learning to unlearn”) and includes theorising by marginalised and oppressed peoples.

Decolonial perspectives thus broaden and complement those postcolonial approaches that mainly rely on Western theories such as poststructuralism and other epistemologies strongly influenced by Enlightenment thought. Furthermore, as the Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith notes, there is a suspicion among indigenous academics “that the fashion of post-colonialism has become a strategy for reinscribing or reauthorizing the privileges of non-indigenous academics because the field ‘post-colonial discourse’ has been defined in ways which can still leave out indigenous peoples, our ways of knowing and our current concerns.” By including knowledge from other cultures and explicitly working with their terms and concepts, decolonial approaches offer innovative insights. Moreover, this perspective frees marginalised cultures and ethnicities from their status as objects of research and acknowledges their epistemologies as contributions to theorising, which implies artistic productions and social performances in addition to theoretical works.

Up until now, decolonial theorising has strongly focused on the concept of ‘race’ as a mechanism of geopolitical and social hierarchisation and as a symbol of global power asymmetries caused by the coloniality of power. María Lugones, María do Mar Castro Varela and Nikita Dhawan criticise this approach for neglecting gender and failing to acknowledge its potential for illuminating and exploring the concepts of coloniality/decoloniality and implicit power hierarchies. According to them, it is important to include the gender aspect into the discussion since the discursively constructed hierarchies of race and gender rely on the same binary logic used to generate asymmetric power structures and mechanisms of discrimination. Lugones explains that the existing “modern/colonial gender system” is characterised by a biologically motivated dimorphism and by a patriarchal-heterosexual viewpoint,
which doubly discriminates the colonised/non-Western woman. This dominant perspective has infiltrated non-Western cultures and their self-image. Oyèrônké Oyèwùmí, for instance, has shown how British colonisation has affected gender roles in Yoruba culture.25 Such a patriarchal-heterosexual view furthermore marginalises and ‘others’ LGBT gender identities,26 while it simultaneously prevents the revelation of possible continuities of gendered suppression from pre-colonial times.27

As a result of this persisting patriarchal-heterosexual dominance, Lugones calls for intersecting the categories of coloniality, ‘race,’ gender, and sexuality.28 Akin to the objective of black feminist thought,29 this approach examines the effects of the coloniality of power on people subalternised due to their gender and/or sexuality.30 In order to understand and analyse the interrelationships between Western and non-Western processes and power structures on a deeper level, it is necessary to use gender theory beyond the Western canon.31 Castro Varela and Dhawan point to the complicity between certain tendencies of Western feminism and coloniality. They argue that Western feminists have failed to challenge the correlations between the emancipation of (white) women and the continuing suppression of the female marginalised ‘Other’.32 Moreover, there is an unresolved opposition between stereotypes of white women as “fragile, weak in both body and mind, secluded in the private, and sexually passive”33 and that of black women as “desirable sexualized bod[i]es”34 or even ‘legitimate’ victims of rape.35 As a result, the agency of Western feminists has mostly been limited to “a white conceptual world”36 that further marginalises black/non-Western women by rendering them invisible in their theorising.37 However, if the correlations and interdependencies between race, coloniality and gender continue to be neglected, the powerful potential of decolonising knowledge as an alternative to open, physical resistance38 will remain unused. The contributions in the present issue therefore aim at further exploring the mutual dependencies and relations between decolonial approaches and gender issues, thereby generating new insights into both fields of research.39

While an increasing number of decolonial approaches have started considering interdependencies of gender inequality and coloniality, they scarcely embrace or touch on the context of queer inequality.40 In view of this research gap, it is necessary to expand recent decolonial gender debates to include queer theoretical
perspectives in order to pointedly explore how race and sexuality work together in processes of marginalising certain groups. Thinking these concepts together makes it possible to de-essentialise and deconstruct biological gender ascriptions and concepts of heteronormative sexuality in the sense of ‘queering.’ Such an approach exposes colonial mechanisms of exclusion with respect to categories beyond patriarchal gender hierarchies and heteronormativity and uses the resulting criticism to further decolonise thinking and knowing.

Gender studies from a decolonial perspective based on postcolonial studies and (Western) gender theory go beyond their focus on deconstructing centre and periphery as well as on socially constructed gender roles by constantly scrutinising existing knowledge systems with respect to the intersecting paradigms of coloniality and gender. Such an approach is open to queer theorising, enriches reflections on a supposed heteronormativity and includes non-Western views. Moreover, the act of continually challenging and questioning notions of ‘denaturalisation’ (Entselbstverständlichung) from queer theoretical perspectives that criticise established binary gender constructions constitutes an insightful parallel to decolonial approaches since both theoretical positions contest dominant discourses in order to render oppressed and hitherto ignored epistemologies and theoretical contributions visible.

Decolonial research thus aims at expanding current debates and discussing structures of coloniality in manifold ways that include gender as well as queerness. Such an approach makes possible reflections upon different forms of victimisation based on skin colour, gender and sexual orientation in their complex interrelationships. Simultaneously, this approach helps to trace and re-discover alternative epistemologies such as Caribbean theorising that enrich existing gender and queer theory previously suppressed by a patriarchal, heteronormative, (post)colonial Western discourse. Decolonial perspectives integrate local knowledge productions and postulate society and culture as plural and intercultural, always in relation to other societies and cultures. They aim at bringing about a political, social, and epistemic transformation that allows for the diversity of thinking patterns and, in line with the notions of ‘border thinking’ and of ‘post-abyssal thinking,’ for the simultaneity and equality of different knowledge systems. Such a

diverse thinking and knowing that establishes dialogues between different discursive traditions by including a broad spectrum of knowledge beyond the local epistemology of one culture (in this case the local knowledge of Western modernity) is capable of proposing epistemic solutions that are globally relevant. In particular, this epistemic diversity offers means of coming to terms with existing issues of discrimination based on gender and sexuality that in turn provide new views on historiography from marginalised perspectives.

The articles in this special issue examine how Caribbean historical and literary texts come to terms with patriarchal power structures and heteronormativity as historic-discursive constructs of an epistemology committed to thinking models of Western modernity. By assuming a decolonial theoretical outlook, they scrutinise Caribbean cultural productions as to their potential for reproducing or transcending these discourses. Moreover, the contributions are concerned with the question of how Caribbean knowledge formation helps to transcend fixed gender conceptions. In order to avoid uncritical impositions of Western theory onto the Caribbean, the articles re-think gender and sexuality by engaging in a dialogue between Western and Caribbean knowledge systems. The writers use the key category of gender to look at socio-cultural processes, discourses and performative means of expression that provide a way of analysing and discussing decolonial paradigms in the Caribbean. These approaches offer the space for research on non-Western conceptions of women and their emancipatory postulates as well as for political and artistic challenges to and interventions within heteronormative power structures. As a result, these contributions expand postcolonial feminism and its criticism of white, patriarchal social designs by including decolonial perspectives as well as knowledge and theoretical production from the Caribbean.

In the first essay, Ulrike Schmieder evaluates historical sources from the time of Cuban independence. She uses court files from the Cuban national archive to exemplarily show how bourgeois European gender conceptions were used as individual strategies of social mobility to attain freedom in Cuban slave society at the end of the colonial era. Schmieder’s research furthermore illustrates that the oppression of black women in late colonial Cuba can be attributed to a patriarchal
logic of domination that was used by both the white plantocracy and by male slaves to legitimate existing gender hierarchies.

Annika McPherson’s contribution deals with the fictional writings of the female Rastafari authors Zindika Kamauesi, Masano Montague, Barbara Makeda and Blake Hannah, in whose works female protagonists re-negotiate their subaltern social roles within the Rastafari cult. McPherson reads these narratives as female counter-strategies that intervene in the masculinity discourse of the Afro-Caribbean religion and thereby create new options for a decolonial feminism.

Gudrun Rath examines the role of female zombies in the anthology *Haiti Noir* (2011) by Akashic Books. Firstly, she critically examines the independent Western publishing house’s presentation strategy and then asks to what extent the publisher’s position might influence an exoticisation of Caribbean literature. Secondly, Rath articulates how the presentation of a female zombie within Haitian ‘hardboiled fiction’ undermines this ‘Western cannibalism.’ Even though the examined texts consciously allude to the zombie cliché of the erotic ‘femme fatale,’ they simultaneously use this figure to engage in a decolonial dialogue with the Afro-Haitian cultural heritage.

Wiebke Beushausen discusses the novel *The Heart Does Not Bend* (2002) and the short story collection *Her Head a Village* (1994) by the Jamaican Canadian author Makeda Silvera. Her article investigates homoerotic constructions of the female body as a decolonial strategy of enunciating black subjectivity. She furthermore points to literary representations of stereotypes that strategically undermine interconnections between heteronormative notions of masculinity and Jamaican conceptions of nationality.

Martina Urioste-Buschmann’s essay engages with narrative forms of negotiating lesbianism with respect to Hispano-Caribbean identity formations in the U.S. in the novel *Memory Mambo* (1996) by the Cuban American Achy Obejas. Urioste-Buschmann examines how discourses of queerness can be used to advance decolonial debates and demonstrates that Obejas’s novel illustrates a gender-related form of border thinking by re-negotiating heteronormative conceptions. In addition, she shows how the text challenges homophobic acts of speaking in terms of anti-
colonial arguments of resistance using the example of Puerto Rico’s political situation.

Julia Roth explores the musical production of the queer feminist Cuban hip hop band Las Krudas Cubensi based in the U.S. Her contribution focuses on how the band appropriates the music genre of hip hop, which is commonly associated with masculinity and heteronormativity, in order to grapple with the issues of homophobia and racism. On the basis of interview excerpts and song texts, Roth argues that these queer appropriations from a Cuban diaspora perspective express a “Nu Caribbean Feminism” as a form of intersectional and counter-hegemonic cultural critique.

The issue closes with an interview, in which Nadia Celis addresses central questions of decolonial thought, gender and her own research on the body. Celis takes up the theoretical debate on the differences between a decolonial and a postcolonial approach as well as the shortcomings of both approaches thereby complementing the contributions’ focus on literature and historical documents. She broaches the issue of a scholar’s positionality within a decolonial research paradigm and offers ideas for augmenting the focus on reason and rationality by focusing on alternative places of knowledge production such as love, emotions and the body as a spiritual and physical entity.
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